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Last time...
(SHV 6.3)



record loops



Desired Position Actual Position

Proportional Feedback Controller



replay loops:
spring force,
fixed kinematics



Image from http://lifshitz.ucdavis.edu/~dmartin/phy7/7C.html

Mass on a spring: simple harmonic oscillator











Second-order system





replay loops final



Questions ?



Very nice!

Is it perfect?



How can we improve the controller’s tracking?



Add gravity compensation!





How should I compensate for gravity?

mechanically (add weight near the tip)
mechanically (springs)

in software (use the motors)

Which option is better?



Both approaches to gravity compensation are useful.

For haptics, a small amount of software gravity 
compensation is useful to avoid having to

increase the inertia of the system.

For Phantom, first focus on joint 3, because its
inherent gravity balance is worse than joint 2.

Gravity compensation is a form of 
feedforward control

(SHV 6.4)



How do we calibrate gravity compensation?



Move the robot slowly through a trajectory
and record the torque needed to hold up

the weight of the robot.



What motion should we use?
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Can we make this better?







cal3new
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Can we make this better?



Trajectory Smoothing

q(t) = a0 + a1t+ a2t
2 + a3t

3

cubic polynomial

q(t0) = q0

q̇(t0) = v0

start

q̇(tf ) = vf

q(tf ) = qf

end
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Questions ?



Can we make this better?



cal3newnew

What causes
these squiggles?
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What is going on?


